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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 

WASHIPdGTOW. DC 20548 

B-159687 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

: I This is our report on the management of the Atomic Energy “! 43 
,/ Commission’s controlled thermonuclear research program. The 

report was prepared in accordance with a request dated Febru- 
ary 1, 1972, from the Vice Chairman of your Committee. 

The report has been discussed with representatives of the 
Atomic Energy Commission, and the Commission’s comments have 
been incorporated in the report. 

*4 . 

COpieS of this report are being sent to the Vice Chairman of 

c; JJ; i‘ 
your Committee: the Director, Office of hianagement and Budget; 

$ 71\’ 
and the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission. 

? t ? 
We believe that the report will 3e of interest to other commit- 

,” 
/ <a tees and members of the Congress. Therefore, as agreed to by the 
&-. Committee, vre are distributing the report to such other committees 

and members of the Congress, 

Sine er ely your 8, 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 

L 

. 

The Honorable Jobn 0. Pastore, Chairman 
I. Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 

Congress of the United States 
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PHY T?!E f?5x~.TEl~ J&s r.sm,c energy problem. (See p. 5.) 

From fiscal year 7951 through fiscal Not-k within the various research 
year 1972, the Atomic Energy Commnis- 
sion (AK) incurred costs of about 

areas in the program generally in- 
volves fabrication and ooeration of 

$449 million in the Coflirolled major experimental devices, to find 
Il. suitable solutions to scientific and 

technical problems. (See p. 28.) 

In November 1971 AEC told a subcom-, nD!s='3 
mittee of the Joint Committee on Ik' 
Atomic Energy that this program ia!as 
entering a new phase and r:lould re- 
quire greater expenditures of funds 
in the near future. (See p. 17.) _- 

In view of the program's substantial 
costs, the General Accounting Office 
(GAO} decided to examine into AEC's 
maii;gement of the program. The 
Joint Committee requested a report 
on the results of GAO's review, in- 
cluding information on AEC's efforts 
and the role of its advisory commit- 
tee--the Controlled Thermonuclear 
Research Standing Committee--in con- 
trolling and coordinating the ef- 
forts of contractors involved in the 
program. (See app. I.> 

&zCkgrOUnd 

AEC supports the program which is 
conducted under researchA&nu&tis 
~~E~-owned,.-i~~~~~ed 
:!g&~g!mAs-,aaAW~ nd 
other institktjsns. 
1 ANT-"' 

I t...<.U%T (See pp. 7 to 

AEC has established various mecha- 
nisms to control and coordinate 
eifcrts of contractors resoonsible -~~~~~~~- 
for. c.~ndu~c,~~~~~~~~~~gram, to in- 
527-e t$at such efforts are consist- 
en'; q;;ith program cbjectives. These 
mechanisms inciude: 

--Reviews by the standing committee 
and ad hoc technical panels relat- 
ing to ongoing and planned program 
efforts. (See p. 18.) 

--Establishment of research priori- 
ties. {See pp. 21 to 23.) 

--Technical evaluations of research 
proposals submitted by universi- 
ties and other institutions. (See 
pp. 24 to 26.) 

AEC's technical evaluations of re- 
search oroposals and advice from its 
standing committee appear to provide 
AEC with useful mechanisms for con- 
trolling and coordinating the pro- 
gram.- 

In establishing research priorities, 
it \r:?uYd be useful if AEC would doc- 
ument and communicate to each 

Tear Sheet ----_ 
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I 
I devices whlich require AEC's re- AEC's review and approval before 
f . view and ail;roval bafcre fabrica- fabrication. (See p. 42.) 
I 
I ticn. 
I 
' I I --Require, as part of this rule, A ~Z’ICYV A CI”IcI.‘:S A A’P UA’RESOLVED ISSL’ET 
I that anv proposed device which is 
I a r cl.1 i&l or ---$Cfr3CinF- PC 7 /,,Y11 flFC: a(.rreFd with GAO's recommenda- I 
I previously disapproved device, re- tions and sdid that it was taking 
I gardless of the estimated cost of the action necessary to insure their 
I 
I the revised device, be subject to iixpletnentation. (See p. 42.) 

I 

Tear Sheet 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The necessity of supplyin g large amounts of electrical 
energy for the future needs of our society has become an 
issue of national importance. According to Federal Power 
Commission projections, the demand for electrical energy 
will double every 10 years from 1970 to 1990. Accompanying 
this increasing demand is the problem of finding sources of 
energy which will not pollute the environment. 

In a message to the Congress on June 4, 1971, the 
President of the United States stated: 

"A sufficient supply of clean energy is essential 
if we are to sustain healthy economic growth and 
improve the quality of our national life. I am 
therefore announcing today a broad range of 
actions to ensure an adequate supply of clean 
energy for the years ahead," 

Part of the President's plan to facilitate the develop- 
ment of cLnan energy included increased emphasis on research 
in fusion power. The President stated that: 

"For nearly two decades the Government has been 
funding a sizeable research effort designed to 
harness the almost limitless energy of nuclear 
fusion for peaceful purposes. Recent progress 
suggests that the scientific feasibility of such 
projects may be da?onstrated in the 1970s and we 
have therefore requested an additional $2 million 
to supplement the b:ldget in this field for Fiscal 
Year 1972, We hope that work in this promising 
area will continue to be expanded as scientific 
progress justifies larger scale programs." 

GOALS AND AFfROACliES TO 
CONTROLLED TE%XXUCLi RESEARCH I' 

AEC's goal in the Controlled Thermonuclear Research 
(CTR) progrcam is to develop a major source of energy from 
controlled thermonuclear fusion. Controlled thermonuclear 
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fusi.on occurs ~75211 ccrtaLn light atoms, which are heated 
to a high temperature in a conftied region, collide and 

. rearrange them:;el.ves to form a smaller mass with a conse- 
quent release of energjt, T~%en the atoms collide, the) 
"1, * ye,.;, - . c ..- , . . - 1 u " . . . . b ,--Lb- LL *dIl" .-AL.& tlecome charged ions. The resulting 
mixture o:! electrons and charged ions is a fully ionized 
gas) of~ci~ referred to as the fourth state of matter--the 
plasma state, 

The essential. fuel material for fusion is a form of 
a ~~ydro~en atom, called heavy hydrogen or deuterium, which 
is presC?ni: in all natural F;ater. In theory, the amount of 
PJXZ~~~/' pr<?di~ced by the fusion of the deuterium nuclei (the 
small, +;+itively charged cores of atoms) present in 1 gal- 
lon of ~7st.2.r is equ31 to that obtainable from the combus- 
tion of 3GCl gallons of gasoline. The enormous amounts of 
water avaiyal-l:Le OR earth represent a virtually inexhaust- 
ihie potrr-L1.21 source of energy. iZ,C has stated that a 
fusion go~:t:r~la~t appears to have important environmental 
advantc~cs , 

th i. s 

-.-.Cr,:a'h~stion products are not seleased to the atmos- 
- I- ,T -:- j3 y&K i -d 

.- -.T'{,.& c Ainz2.-reac;i.on products are nonradioactive. 

--Fnsiorr ;?c+;erpIa.nts will be inherently safe against 
exFl.osive or runaway reactions, 

--increased efficiency may be possible by converting 
fusion power directly into electricity, which would 
xxlme t?.ermab pollution, 

Ths fusion pow"T repr2 sents a potential solution to 
Kation s ;anticipztf$d energy problems, 

Some of t% scier~tific and technical problems which 
.are being stud led by scientists in an effort to find suit- 
able solutions to controlled thermonuclear fusion are: 

1.. Applying heat sufficient to achieve a sustained 
rate of energy production that is greater than the 
e.nergy less through radiation. 
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2. Developing the most suitable and stable magnetic 
confinement field. Confinement is essential to 

sustain a fusion reaction. 

3. Removing plasma impurities which cause plasma to 
escape from its magnetic confinement. 

4. Increasing plasma density. 

The basic requirement for controlled fusion is the 
adequate confinement of plasma in the temperature range of 
one hundred million to a billion degrees. Because no solid 
material can exist at these temperature ranges, the fabri- 
cation of. CTR devices usin, o magnetic fields to confine the 
plasma has been emphasized. 

Two basic approaches to magnetic confinement ar2 (1) 
the open system and (2) the closed system. These two 
approaches, upon which all. CTR devices are based, are illus- 
trated in the drawings, obtained from AEC, on page 9. 

The o-?en system is one in which plasma is trasI;ed in 
a roughly tub-Glar region of space through the use of rag- 
netic fields that are much strcvilser at the ends of the tube 
than at its center. The strong end-fields reflect plazzma 
back into the central-field region, and therefore these 
systems are referred to as magnetic mirrors. 

The closed, or toroidal, system is characterized by 
plasma confined in magnetic fields that are contained within 
a toroidal, or doughnut-shaped, volume. 

COSTS OF CONTROLLED TJ3EI?~ONUCLRAR RESEARCH 

AEC's efforts in CTR began in fiscal. year 1951. As 
shown in the schedule below, AEC's accumulated costs for 
the CTR program through fiscal year 1972 amounted to about 
$449 million. 



Fiscal 
year 

% er- Equip- Construc- 
sting ment tion Total 

m.llions) 

1951 to 1966 $241.9 $10.5 $16,3 $268.7 
1967 22.4 1.5 23.9 
196% 24.7 1.8 .I 26.6 
1969 26.5 1.6 1.6 29.7 
1970 27.7 2.0 4.6 34.3 
1971 28,3 2.2 1.8 32.3 
1972 31.0 1.5 7 A 33.2 

Total S21,l $25.1 $448.7 

The above data includes CTR costs incurred under 
ARC's onsite and offsite research programs. Under the 
orlsite program, substantially all costs of the research 
activities are incurred st the following four AEC-owned, 
contractor-operated laboratories. 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, operated by the Uni- 
versity of California. 

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, operated by the 
Princeton University. 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, operated by the Union 
Carbide Corporation. 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, operated by the 
University of California. 

These four laboratories are referred to in this report col- 
lectively as the CTR laboratories, 

ARC's offsite research program is carried out under 
contracts with universities or other institutions support- 
ing individual scientists or small groups of scientists. 
The amount of financial support provided by AEC through 
contracts for the offsite research conducted by these 
scientists usually supplements the support provided by their 
respective institutions. 
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The chart on the following page shows 
+xcent of operating 
1-L funds provided by AX -u-c-.u~~cI lavV*clLwL .Lca QLlU --PI t- nnntramt-nrc LVI‘C-&L&L. CVI u q>. lLha I’?TP SALI 
from fiscal year 1967 throqh fiscal year 1 

c 

the amount and 
to the CTR 
offsite program 
972. 
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' bRGAWATIONAL STRUCTLEE FOR 
ADMINISTERING CTR PROGlW4 

*Prior to December 7, 197i, the Assistant Director of CTR, 
Division of Research, had overali responsibility for the ad- 
ministration and management of AK's CTR program. The Direc- 
tor, Division of Research, in turn, reported to the Assistant 
General Manager for Research and Dev&opmerit. 

On December 7, 1971, AEC established a separate Division 
of CTR and transferred the functions of the Office of the As- 
sistant Director of CTR, Division of Research, to this new 
division. 
of cTR,i 

Under the reorganization, the Director, Division 
reports directly to the Assistant General Manager 

for Research (formerly the Assistant General Manager for Re- 
search and Development). 

According to AXI, the Division of CTR was established in 
view of the increased emphasis being placed on the develop- 
ment of fusion as a new source of energy, The functions of 
the Division of CTR include planning, development, coordina- 
tion, and supervision of progrzxs for research on, and de- 
velopment of, controlled thermonuclear reactions and the re- 
lated fields of science and technology to achieve the g;i>al. 
of fusion power. 

Prior to Augus-t 29, 1972, the Division of CTR consisted 
of a director and a staff of five professionals. The Direc- 
tor of CTR told us that each staff member was responsible for 
certain areas of CTR research or program elements. 

AEC told us that, in line with the increased emphasis 
placed upon CTR w'ithin AEX, the Division of CTR was reorga- 
nized effective August 29, 1972. Three offices xrere estab- 
lished, each headed by an assistant director, to assume re- 
sponsibility for the three major elements of the CTR program: 

i :* 
1 !. 
1. 

For ease of expression, both the Assistant Director for CT'R, 
'Division of Research, and the Director, Division of CTR, are 
referred to in this report as the Director of CTR, 

_- _ _ . ..- 



* 
r  1 Confinement Systems, Development and Tec'hnology, and Re- 

search. AEC said that in the near future the Di\?ision of CTR 
would 3e increased to 12 technical and professional staff mem- 
bers . 

The Division of Physical Research (formerly the Division 
of Research) provides administrative support services to the 
Division of CTR. AEC's field operations offices provide con- 
tract administration for the CTR program. 

The laboratory directors and associate directors, whom 
AEC considers to be experts in their respective fieids, are 
respxsible for managing the day-to-day research activities 
at the CTR laboratories. 

The Division of CTR at AEC Headquarters is responsible 
for managing the CTR offsite program, including approving 
AEC support and revie-&ng and evaluating the technical prog- 
ress of the research projects. AEC's operation offices 
negotiate and administer the nontechnical aspects of the con- 
tracts. 

ACCOPIPLIS~NTS OF AZ'S CTR PRGGMM 

AEC provided us with the following description of the 
highlights of accomplishments of the CTR program9 grouping 
them into three general areas--achievement of thermonuclear 
temperatures, confinement results, and technological advances. 

"&hievement of Thermonuclear Temperatures: 

"In the first years of the controlled-fusion re- 
search program one of the major goals was to 
achieve in the laboratory plasma temperatures of 
6O,OOO,OOO to 80,000,000°C which are necessary 
for fusion reactions. This goal was achieved in . 

1'. 1963, in a Scylla, theta pinch device, at the 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. This test re- 
sulted in the release of fusicn energy: 370 watts 
of fusion power during the three-millionths of a 
second duration of the test." '. 

13 



"A major portion of the fusion research effort in 
the 1960's was devoted to finding means of con- 
fining plasmas in both open and closed systems. 
In the early L9riG's both major classes of magnetic 
confinement systez~s xserc plagued with plasma fin- 
stabilities' which load to unsatisfactory confine- 
ment conditions. Substantial progress in identi- 
fying and minimizing the effect of instabilities 
has been made. ' 

"By 19&G, a gross type of instability (discovered 
in the 1950's) was found to be controllable. The 
cure was based on the use of specially wound and 
shaped magnetic coils, 

*'In 1969, fine graincd instabilities which were 
believed to cause unusually rapid loss of plasma 
in closed syste:?.s, were controlled in a class of 
devices knoxn as multipoles. Confinement very 
close to “classical” or the belt possible ‘L;~.s ob- 
served in an off-site ex?erizent at Gulf General 
Atomic in a large toroidal octupole device, and 
similar results T;ese obselved at the Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory in the spherator 
shortly thereafter. 

"In the ST Tokamak (closed systems) at Princeton, 
it has been verified that it is possible to con- 
fine a plasma of near thermonuclear temperature 
and density in such a way that, if similar behav- 
ior is observed in the larger plasmas necessary 
for fusion reactors, then the confinement time 
would be adequate for a practical fusion reactor." 

"Technological Advances: 

"Progress towards fusion has often resulted when 
new technological advances have permitted the pro- 
duction of plasmas in new ways, under cleaner con- 
ditions or in a more understandable (i.e. better 
diagnostics) fashion, In fact, technology as xell 
as new physical insight has played an important 

14 
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role in defining where and how the experimental 
research program can be pursued. Some important 
technological developments have been: 

"(a> 

“(b) 

“(c> 

“Cd) 

“0) 

“W 

The storage, switching and ultra-fast deliv- 
ery of large blocks of electrical energy. 

The generation in complex geometries of large 
and strong magnetic fields, both pulsed and 
steady-state, super-conducting and 
non-superconducting. 

The achievement of extremely high vacuums for 
large chambers. 

The development of intense, precisely focused 
beams of ions or neutral atoms for plasma 
production and heating. 

The extension of optical, microwave, laser 
beam and electrical measurement techniques 
to the special problems of diagnosing the 
plasma state. 

EST- 
Tne development of advanced computational 
techniques and computational soft ware has 
made possible simulation of the plasma state 
on a digital computer. Computer 'experiments' 
performed on large digital computers have 
given quite accurate representations of some 
actual physical experiments performed in the 
laboratory. 

Ihe generation of intense laser and electron 
beans. " 

Although there have been accomplishments in the CTR pro- 
gram that, according to AEC, will assist in demonstrating 
the scientific feasibility of fusion.power> AEC has stated 
that some of the more important technical questions still 
remain unanswered .and that several-steps are needed beyond 
the achievezment of scientific feasibility to develop a fu- j 
sion reactor for commercial use, During hearings before thk 
Subcommittee on Research, Development, and Radiation of the 

15 



Joint Committee on ~tm.?'c Energy in November 1971, AEC de- 
1 scribed the major phases envisioned in the development of 

commercial fusion power as: 

"A basic fusion plasma research and developmental 
phase in which research experiments to produce, heat, 0 
contain, and study thermonuclear plasmas are con- 
ducted in parallel with the development of associ- 
ated fusion technologies." 

'lA scientific feasibility phase in which experi- 
ments are constructed and operated which attempt 
to reach 'break even' fusion plasma conditions 
(minimum values of density, temperature, and 
plasma confinement time) in laboratory configura- 
tions which lend themselves to development into 
net power producing systems. Fusion fuels need 
not necessarily be used in these experiments. The 
program is beginning to enter this phase now. It 
should be noted that the scientific feasibility ex- 
periments for fusion are of an entirely different 
nature from the zero power Stagg Field experiment 
of 1942 which demonstrated the scientific feasibil- 
ity of fissiorl Kezctors. Proof of scientif'c fea- 
sibility of fusion is highly technology dependent, 
very much more costly, but with the advantage that 
when it is accomplished, some of the most difficult 
technical problems will have been overcome."' 

'lAn experizzntal reactor chase in which one or more -------I----~- 
experimental reactors, designed to use fusion fuels 
and to produce net energy in a useful form (steam 
or electricity) would be constructed and operated." 

"A prototype or demonstration reactor phase in 
which one or more electric power producing units, 
including all of the elements of a commercial 
power plant, would be built and operated. suc- 
cessful operation of a demonstration plant would 

-be a prelude to commercial sales." 
/- 



MEXHANI~~S FOR CONTROLLING AND - 

COORDINATING EFFORTS IN CTR PROGRAM 

During hearings in November 1971 before the Subcommit- 
tee on Research, Development, and Radiation of the Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy on the status of the CTR program, 
AEC advised the Subcommittee that the program was entering 
into the scientific-feasibility phase in its evolution and 
would require 0 oreater expenditures of funds in the near 
future. A&X also stated that the United States, with ap- 
propriate increases in funds and no major scientific road- 
blocks, should be able to demonstrate the scientific feasi- 
bility of controlled fusion before 19801 and to pave the 
way for practical fusion power before the turn of the century. 

In a letter dated February 1, 1972, the Vice Chairman, 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, requested a report on our 
review of the CTR prcgram, including information on AEC's 
efforts in controfllng and coordinating the various organiza- 
tions responsible for conducting the program. The request 
was made pursuant to the Coxmitteers continued interest in 
examining into the management of the CTR program in view of 
the large amount of funds already spent for the program and 
the potential for future funding levels significantly higher 
than present levels, 

Accordingly we have placed particular emphasis on re- 
viewing ARC's efforts and the mechanisms it uses to control 
and coordinate the research activities of the CTR labora- 
tories s universities, and other crganizations engaged in 
CTR. Cur comments concerning such efforts and mechanisms . are contained in the folloTqing sections. 

* 
9’ 

1 
. A.EC has advised us that, on the basis of a detailed study 

completed subsequent to the November 1971 hearings, it is 
now more proper to state that the demonstration of scien- 
tific feasihility of fusion can occur sometime in the next 
10 years. 
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In June 1955 AEC issued an "A.% Policy and Action Paper . 
on Controlled Thermonuclear Research" which was based on 
its eval;laticn of the CTR program and the finding3 of a 
review panel established by AK to review the program, The 
review panel consisted of prominent scientists and engineers 
from universities, industry, and Government. 

The policy and action paper pointed out that the entire 
effort in the U.S. CTR program unquestionably had been 
hampered by a lack of effective coordination and cooperation 
among the CTR laboratories. It also stated that the CTR 
program consisted of activities of a number of scientific 
and technical groups whose work was mutually interdependent 
and h t ,at , in view of the limited amount of total funding 
available, it was essential that this interdependence be 
recognized and tha t coordination and cooperation between 
personnel in the program be sufficient to insure that what 
was eventually pursued had been duly considered by others 
having re!.sted interests in the program, 

The ;?7. icy and action paper alsc point& ou"i tha* a 
number of '..zrge, new experimental devices were urgently 
needed n:.'* r!>:ct careful consideration would have to be 
given to ' ':.: ,:hoice of new projects to be supported and to 
the c0r.t i /-* l-4 effectiveness of those in existence. AEC 
establishz2 a CTR Standing Committee and provided for 
creating subordinate ad hoc panels, to furnish guidance on 
these and other matters and to insure effective coordina- 
tion of the efforts within the overall program. 

CTR STANDIKG COMMITTEE AND AD HOC PANELS 

The CTR Standing Committee comprises tfle project 
,' directors from each of the four CTR laboratories and four 

prominent scientists selected from the scientific community 
as a whole. The AEC Director of CTR is chairman of the 
committee. The functions of the CTR Standing Committee, 
which meets quarterly, usually at one' of the four CTR 
laboratories, include: 

1. Reviewing the areas of research being conducted. 



2, Assessing the overall program balance as viewed in 
the context of the national and worldwide programs. 

3, Evaluating the scientific significance and produc- 
tivity of program elements. 

4, Identifying major questions requiring immediate 
attention and research areas critical to the success 
of the program. 

5, Advising the Division of CTR on these matters and 
recomending how available and projected funds can 
most effectively be used to carry out AEC's CTR 
program. 

The ad hoc panels are created from time to time to 
review specific programs or propossls, to insure that the 
scientific and technical bases for such prcgrams or proposals 
are as sound as possible. In their review, the panels con- 

sider similar research already performed and prepare reports 
which include recommendations concerning the adequaqP of 
the programs or proposals reviewed, Thus the panels serve 
in the capacity of technical advisors to the CR Standing 
Comnitte~. According to the policy and action paper, ez:r,h 
panel is to include a representative from each of the four 
CTR laboratories, who are appointed by the laboratory's 
project director, and several other representatives who are 
appointed by the Director of CTR. 

‘ 
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AEC'S'EFFORTS TO CO:l'XOL AI'33 CGOKDIXATE 
FABRICATION OF %lJO3 CTR DEVICES 

According to Division of CTR cfficials 
emphasis is on exploring and testing physic 
find suitable solutions to those scientific arid technical 
problems which must be resolved to achieve the goal cf 
scientific feasibility, This generally involves fabricat- 
ing and operatin, 0 experimental CTR devices. 

The Director of CTR told us that frorrl the spring of 
1966 AJX had required the CTR laboratories to cl;%-Ln its 
approval before starting the fabrication of major devices, 
I-k said that a major device was any Ned device or :nodiflca- 
tion of an existing device the total cost of hihioh ;~XS 
estimated by the CTR laboratories to be $5OO,OOC! or mere 
and that generaily this requirement 143s referred to as the 
$500,000 rule. 

Although AEC has not stated the req:lire~;;:.cnts ~r)de*~ 
this rule in Writing, the Director c,f C'iX tol.,2 us t:- :~lt the 
rule had been orally coPmunicatcd :c the CT2 projl:.l: t 
directors at the CTR laboratories and that they had :g:-ted 
to abide by it, 

According to the Director of CTR, the CTR Labo::atories 
are responsible for initiating and submitting r,zittcn 
pxposa1s for major devices covered by the rule to 14~ i?fsad- 
quarters for review and approval. Generally, in deciding 
t&ether to approve the fabrication of rrajor CTR devices for 
which proposals were submitted by the CTR labcra.tor::es, 
AEC has followed the practice of obtaining irtdepen&nt 
scientific and technical evaluation assistLance, These eval- 
uations have been nadc b:,~ the C?.'R Standing Committee and, 
in some cases, by the ad hoe panels. 

f Since 1966 eight ad hoc panels have been fomLed by the 
Director of CTR with the advice and/or consent of the CTR 
Standing Conzittee. The Director of CTR has told us that 
a decision to create an ad hoc panel largely depends on 
whether a4X and the CTR Standing Co:?tiittes feel that they 
need additional technical expertise on a given matter. 
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Each ad hoc panel which x<-as fnrned to review 2 labora- 
tory's proposal. to fabricate a device reported on its 
evaluation and recommended tihether the proposed device 
should be approved, modified, or disapproved. 

In its review of a laboratory's proposal, the CTR 
Standing Committee considered the recommendations of each 
ad hoc panel, along with such other factors as the impact 
of the proposed device on other projects at the laboratory 
and on the CTR program as a whole, and made recommendations 
to AEC regarding the proposal. AEC told us that it had 
considered the recoxmcndations of the CTR Standing Committee 
in making the final decision on the laboratory's proposal. 

ESTABLISHPZKI OF RXSEARCH *RTORI'TTES --.-.z--. --_ . ._- -- 

In its efforts to control 24 coordinate the CTR pro- 
gram, AEC's practice is to establish research priorities and l 

to coxnunicate them to the CTR laboratories. 

According to the Director o? CTR, research priorities 
are informally established by (1) a continual exchange of 
technical and programmatic information between AEC Head- 
quarters staff and laboratory ~~fn:;~~ent and (2) periodic 
reviews of each laboraeory's CTR program by the CTR Stand- 
ing Committee. Although some AEC priorities have been 
documerlted and communicated to each of the CTR laboratories, 
the overall CTR program priorities and the bases used by 
AEC in determining such p-riorities have not been documented 
and communicated. 

Tn contrast to AEC's ii~fo~-mally establishing research 
priorities, the CTR Standing Committee, on two occasions 
after its inception in 1966, for;iially recommended research 
priorities for the overall CTR progr~ to AEC. The Commit- 
tee established these priorities on the basis of its rank- 
ing of each major research area or CTR device according to 
several factors, such as the potential of the research area 
or device for yieldin g results which would help accomplish 
CTR goals. 

The Director of CTR told us that the CTR Standing 
Committee's ranking of research priorities was as of a 
fixed point in time and that, in his opinion, the existing 
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informal system of considering priorities on a continual 
; basis was more useful as a management tool, He explained 

that unexpected e tzxts occur during the year and that the 
e:;istin; infoxz-!. m:rp+r'- -~ntin:*~llv nrovid~s him with 
information Vhich couI.6 Lndica'ce a need to shift priorities 
on particular areas of research or experimental devices as 
such events occur. 

CTR officials tcld us that the rankings made by the 
CTR Standing Commjttee z-16: more importantly, the priorities 
identified thrcugh less ?o:mai means provided AEC with a 
mechanism for ccnv.iiic In.:; the laboratories to reduce or 
eliminate their efforts NY low-priority research areas or 
devices znd/cr to inrreas:: their efforts on high-priority 
areas or devices. AEC sold that these priorities were 
communicated to the iR?~o-;:ztories in written guidance ac- 

-=-I 
,- 7-Y. companying rhe 1,1:x ?L?t.lxat~:riesl approved budgets at the 

CZJ 

beginning of eeci2 l~;G;~~,c t )'&3.r o ziz 
c 
izz 

As an CXanq?LZ, .:zC TJ~~.~qy;n~rters 1 guidance to Oak Ridge 
Laborato;yy !I, a 'uyc :-$Ty- le;~er zcccx~xnying the Labora- 

2 
-4 

tory's buiget for cG L A. ., 12 5. __ ' yt;zr ,972 stated that: 3 

"During FTf ::fL;::-?, I I;:J.IL- 1 lS:ii the OR'4Al< COak Ridge 
tolcamek-typr de.VT-i.::c j :qcri.ment will be the most 
important s<r.gl:i :,exr-it :,f the U.S. CTR program; 
and therefore of :.ix~ ++* :&.'K Ridge Laboratory] 
l.xogram. :le ex;:c::,: t.hj::: the l?ii;hest Friority will 
be given to con3ai:ti.ng: z.3 rapitily as possible, 
the scientific ex?crix.e:~Ls for which it was 
designed. 

"We hope tI;at in FI 1972 *** [O?k Ridge Laboratory! 
will begin t3 place (3 ?zjor emphasis on fusion 
reactor mLterIa.ls, techrolcgy, and engineering 
studies; ::hereby taking adva::?-age of the unique 
capabilities xhlch exist throughout the labora- 
tory, and seizing the oppor-L*mity to become a 
major force in this direction." 

The ietter, however, c-:Ld not inlicate;AEC's assessment of 
CTR priorities for the other ~;crk f;:ing performed at Oak 
Ridge LEL,orz:-sr;: or Lrir the xol-k ':fzi.ng performed at the 
other CT?? laboratories. AEC's basis for assessing 
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Oak Ridge's tokamk as the number one priority project in 
: the GTR progress also was not indicated in the letter. 

Thus the m=itten guidance provided by AEC to a partic- 
ular labcratcry did not identify L&G's overall alignment 
of research priorities for the CTR program but rather 
identified only those priorities, or parts thereof, appli- 
cable to that laboratory. 

- 
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The offsite research ~rc,grzzm is czrried out under 
contracts primarily with educational institutions support- 
ing indivi.&:al scientists or small groups of scientists. 
These contracts usually are awarded for a period of 1 year 
andmay be renewed for- additional annual terms. As of- 
June 30, 1971, the CTR offsite research program had out- 
standing 43 ~pxoved contracts amounting to about $4.5 mil- 
lion. The following table shows the number of approved 
con tI‘<T.c*Ls by the dollar level of AEC support. 

Dollar level of AX supprt @umber of contracts -_.. _-me..---- .- WC_ - --.---- 

$ 0 to $ 49,999 
50,000 to 99,999 

100,000 to 249,999 
250,000 to 499,999 
500,000 and over 

Ke exan~inefi ir.to the mechanisms exercised by AEC fog' insur- 
ing that the work by offsite research contractors was being 
controlled and coordinated in a nmnner consistent with 
meeting overall program objectives. 

We noted that certain aspects of the offsite research 
prograT 1 xere discussed during the quarterly meetings of 
the C'IX Standing Committee and that the Committee occasion- 
ally advised AX on major proposals submitted by offsite 
research contractors. The Director of CTR told us that the 
main consideration relating to the control and coordination 
of the offsite research program was deciding which offsite 
research proposals should be supported. he said that such 
decisions vere based primarily on (1) the results of tech- 
nical reviews by peers in the scientific community, (2) the 
evaluation of the proposal by the staff of the Division of 
CTR, and (3) the needs of the CTR program within the limits 
of available funding. ,- 

Followin,g is a table sho;Gxg the number of offsite 
research proposals that required evaluation by the Division 
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of CTR during fiscal year 1971 and those which were either 
approved or disapproved. 

New Renewal 
pro- pro- 

posals posals Total 

On hand July l/1970 . 26 7 33 
Received during fiscal year 39 65 41 48 80 I.13 - - .- 

Less proposals acted upon: 
Approved 3 39 42 
Disapproved 41 44 3 42 44 86 -- -I_ _I- 

On hand June 30, 1971 6 Z 

In deciding whether to support offsite research pro- 
posals, it is the Division of CTR's practice to submit the 
proposals to peers in the scientific community either at 
the CTR laboratories or at other offsite research contrac- 
tors' locations for technical review and written cement. 
CTR officials told us that this practice was extremely 
valuable in their technical evaluation of research propos- 
als because in many cases the written comments they 
received frvrr! the external reviewers often identified 
critical issues concerning such proposals. 

According to CTR officials, the extent to which the 
external review practice is used depends upon whether the 
proposed research was a new proposal or a renewal proposal I 
for research previously approved and funded by the Division 
of CTR. 

CTR officials told us that, in deciding whether a new 
proposal should be submitted for external review, they 
determined whether the proposal would be seriously con- 
sidered for support, assuming that it received favorable 

I external review comments. They said that the main consider- 
ation in making such a determination was the relevance of 
the proposal to the CTR program and that those proposals 
which did not meet that test were disapproved without obtain- 
ing external review. I- 



Also we were told that renewal proposals were reviewed 
:each year by the staff of the Division of CTR and generally 

were submitted for external review about every 3 or 4 years. 
m-C.-~ *-"-j stated ~:*r,:t TI rene>ial proposal probably would bz sub- 
jected to external review i f the proposed research involved 
a major change in scientific direction or if additional re- 
search was being proposed. 

AEC said that, in determining which renewal proposals 
to support, it also considered information obtained during 
its periodic monitoring of the ongoing research of its 
offsite research contractors. According to the Director 
of CTR, this monitoring is accomplished through (1) convers- 
ing with the contractor at technical meetings, (2) reviewing 
technical reports and articles submitted by the contractor, 
(3) making site visits, and (4) reviewing progress reports 
which are submitted by the contractor with its renewal pro- 
posal approximately 3 months before the expiration date of 
the contract. 

AK provided us with examples of new and renewal pro- 
posals which had been submitted for external review. In 
reviewing the records relating to these examples, we noted 
that i-n many cases XC had sent the external review 
comments to the proposers for information and/or comment 
WitholJt ider,tify ing the reviewers. AEC told us that this 
practice often was very useful because it afforded the 
proposer the opportunlity to strengthen the proposed research 
work or to rebut those comments which might be incorrect. 

The reviews made by the CTR Standing Committee and the 
ad hoc panels and the resultant advice provided to AEC 
appeared to have provided AJX with an additional mechanism 
for insuring coordination and cooperation within the CTR 

' program. 

AEC's practices and procedures relating to its review 
and evaluation of offsite research proposals and the over- 
all monitoring of the CTR program by the CTR Standing 
Committee appear to be useful to AEC in controlling and 
coordinating the research efforts in the CTR offsite 
research program. Iilecause of the scientific and technical 
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factors involved, we could not evaluate the decisions made 
by AEC regarding its approval of offsite research proposals. 

Regarding the establishment of research priorities by 
AX, we believe that it x-ould be useful to the CIR labora- 
tories if AEC would document, and provide each laboratory 
with, its complete orderlkg of priorities as well as the 
bases used in arriving at such Rriorities. In this way 
the laboratories could receive the benefit of AX's ration- 
ale and judgment underlying its ordering of priorities. 
Also, in conjunction with the overall ranking of priorities, 
the laboratories could use such laowledge to further align 
their ongoing, as xell as pl,zr,ned, research programs. 

In commxnting on this matter on August 29, 1972, the 
Acting Director of CTR fold us that it was his express in- 
tention to periodically revier‘; and evaluate CTR program 
priorities and that such revietis and evaluations, along 
with the resultant ordering of priorities, would be for- 
mally communicated to the CTR laboratories. 

With respect to the $500,000 rule concerning AEC 
approval of fabrication of major devices, we believe that, 
conceptually, this mech-anism could be highly useful to AEX 
in ii~swicg that the fab;icatScn of research devices and 
the related research programs which are to be conducted 
using such devices are consistent with CTR program ob- 
jectives. We believe, however, that there is a need for 
improved guidance to the CTR laboratories and field offices 
on application of the $500,000 rule. The needed improve- 
ments and our recommendations are fully discussed in 
chapter 3, 
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CHAPTER3 

OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE CONTROL OVER AKD 

COORDINATION OF FABRICATIOh' OF K$JOR CTR DEVICES 

The work within the various research areas of the CTR 
program generally involves fabricating and operating major 
experimental devices to find suitable solutions to scien- 
tific and technical problems. Because of the emphasis 
placed on the need to control and coordinate decisions to 
fabricate such devices, in 1966 AEC established the $500,000 
rule requirin g the CTR laboratories to obtain AEC approval 
of any new device or device modification estimated to have a 
total cost of $500,000 or more before starting its fabrica- 
tion. 

As discussed previously, one of &X's objectives in es- 
tablishing the CTR Standing Committee was to provide an in- 
dependent evaluation of the scientific significance and pro- 
ductivity of research areas, to assist AEC in achieving 
overall program balance. In deciding whether to permit the 
fabrication of proposed CTR devices, AEC's practice has been 
to obtain the advice of the CTR Standing Committee. 

Since the establishment of the $500,00b rule in 1966, 
the CTR laboratories have fabricated 13 major devices at an 
esthated total cost of about $19 million from operating 
funds. Each of these devices had a final estimated cost of 
$500,000 or more, as follows: 

I&tboratory EC2 

LI\?rmOIV Baseball II 
2X I Hodification (2X II) 
Superconducting levitron 
Astron Modification I 
Astron Modificarior! II 
Patron Modification I:i 

Princeton Stellarator Kodlficatinn III 
Adt;z&lc trjroidal compressor 

Floating rx:tipo:e (M-1) 
Spherator 

Oak Ridge OR!! 
Injectron microwave piasma 

(IMP) 
Los Alaruos Scvilac 

%xt data furr:lshea 3y AK. 
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Date 
operational 

June 1971 
Jan. 1971 
June 1971 
Feb. 1968 
Dec. 1968 
Oct. 1970 
July 197i, 

Estimated 
final co5t 

(note a) -- 

$ 2,500,000 
1,350,000 

800,000 
500,000 

1,250,000 
500 ) 000 
766,000 

Hay 1972 1,350,000 
Apr. 1971 4,940,ooo 
June 1966 525,000 
Kay 1971 2,189,OOO 

July)969 1,062,OOO 
Apr. 1971 1,667,OOO 

$19,399,000 



We examined the records relating to k&X's review and 
approval of ':hese l_? d=vices to detcmine whether the pro- 
posal for fabricating each device had been submitted to AEC 
and subjected to the review mechanisms w'nich consisted of 
technical and prorramm~tic evaluations by A?X and the CTR 
Standing Cc,.-I~tes, Cur review shoT-ed that: 

1. Proposals for fabricating three modifications at one 
laboratory had not been prepared and submitted to 
AEC for evaluation and appro\Tal because of the labo- 
ratory's interpretation of the $500,000 rule. 

2. A laboratory fabricated a modified version of a de- 
vice even though AEC had disapproved a proposal for 
the original device. AEC had disapproved the origi- 
nal proposed device because it appeared to AEC and 
the CTR Standing Committee that the device would 
duplicate an epproved device at another laboratory. 

3. A proposal for fabricating another device had not 
been prepared and submitted to AEC because the labo- 
ratory's initial cost, estimate was less than 
$500,000. The final cost of the device was $525,000. 

Our revi cx also indicated that costs had been inclirred 
toward fabrication of two of the 13 devices before AEC had 
granted approval. Scme pre-approval fabrication costs had 
been incurred on these devices because (1) for one device 
AEC had not adequately communicated to its cognizant field 
office the intent of the $500,000 rule and (2) for the 
second device an administrative oversight had occurred due 
to the circumstances under which fabrication of the device 
had been started. 

We believe that AEC should furnish additional guidance 
to the CTR laboratories and cognizant field offices on the 
application of ?he $500,000 rule, to provide improved con- 
trol over the fabrication of major CTR devices. 

- LABORATORY IMTERPRETATICN OF $500,000 RULE I_._- 
AFFECTE~UBMISSIO?? OF PROPOSALS 

,. 
The Director of C'TR told us that AEC intended that the 

CTR laboratories prepare and submit written proposals to AEC 
for those new devices or modifications to existing devices 
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which were estimated by the CTR laboratories to have a total 
cost of $500,000 or more. The Director also said that this 
intent had been communicated to the project director at each 
CT2 lab-.-.tq- ad tklt each laboratory 'had agreed to abide 
by the rule, 

In discussing the rule with officials at the Livermore, 
Princeton, and Oak Ridge Laboratories, however, we found 
that different interpretations had been placed on the mean- 
ing of the rule. 

For example, Livermore Laboratory officials told us 
that, traditionally, AEC had expected the Laboratory to pro- 
vide scientific and technical direction for its programs and 
that they had therefore interpreted the $500,000 rule to 
mean that the Laboratory had the authority to decide, among 
other things9 which devices should be fabricated as long as 
such fabrication could be funded within the Laboratory"s 
normal operating budget. They also said that they did not 
consider modifications to existing devices which, in their 
judgment, did not involve significant changes in the scien- 
tific direction of the research to come under the $500,000 
rule. 

Thus, according to Livermore Laboratory's interpreta- 
tion of the rule, EC approval was required only for those 
devices which could not be fabricated within the Labora- 
tory's normal operating budget and for those devices which 
would involve significant redirection of the research. 

Princeton Laboratory office 'als advised us that they had 
interpreted the $500,000 rule to include any new device or 
modification of an existing device which they estimated 
would have a total cost of $30,000 or more. In addition, 
Princeton Laboratory's decisions to fabricate new devices or 
to modify existing devices are subject to a clause in the 
contract between Princeton University and AEX, which pro- 
vides that Princeton Laboratory not initiate fabrication or 
alteration of equipment or devices that probably will cost 
$500,000 or more without the approval of AEC. Contracts at 
the other two laboratories included /in our review, however, 
did not contain similar provisions. 
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In discussing Oak Ridge Laboratory's interpretation of 
the $500,000 rule, Laboratory officials toid us that, be- 
cause of the local procedures at Oak Ridge Operations Office 
(OROG), the rule did not require their interpretation. They 
explained t!~t, in =?ccorA Uance with ORGG prcced-dres, the Cak 
Ridge Laboratory was required to prepare a proposal for Oeach 
CTR device which thy T bsboratory estimated would have a total 
cost exceeding $50,000. They toid us that each proposal, 
which included a cost estimate and a narrative description 
and justification for the device, was submitted to OR00 for 
its review and approval ar,d that, once the device was ap- 
proved, GROG issued a directive authorizing the Laboratory 
to proceed with the proposed work. 

OR00 officials told us that, prior to approving a CTR 
proposal, they generally obtained the concurrence of AEC 
Headquarters, if, in their judgment, the device appeared to 
represent a change or redirection of the Laboratory program 
or the estimated cost was significant (exceeded about 
$100,000). 

Since the establishment of the $500,000 rule in 3.966, 
three major codifications have been made to devices fabri- 
cated by Livermore Laboratory for which proposals were not 
submitted to ;1ZX for its evaltiatior& anrl approv;ll. Liver- 
more Laboratory estimated the final costs of these three 
modifications as follows: 

Estimated 
final cost 

Astron Modification I $ 500,000 
Astron Modification II 1,250,000 
2x II ~,350,000 

With respect to the fabrication of these three modifi- 
cations, Livermore Laboratory offici?Is told us that pro- 
posals had not been prepared for review and approval by ALEC 
because they considered such decisions to be within the 
Laboratory's authori,ty inasmuch as (1) the fabrication work 
involved modifications to existing devices that did not rep- 
resent major changes in the scientific direction of the 
projects and (2) the modifications were funded from the Lab- 
oratoryss noma operating budget. 
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&;c i s $500,000 r-.zIe does not require that any proposed 
device which is a revision or modification of a previously 
disapproved device, regardless of the estEmated cost of the 
device, be subject to AEC's review and approval process be- 
fore fabrication. The Liverrnore Laboratory decided to fab- 
ricate a modified version of one device which had been dis- 
approved by AX. The originally proposed device had been re- 
vie>Ted by the C'TR Standing Committee and an ad hoc panel, and 
the Committee had reco,mmended that AEC disapprove the orig- 
inal device. 

The ad hoc panel which reviewed the device, the super- 
conducting levitron, was appointed by AFG on December 30, 
1966, to provide an assessment of low--beta toroidal research 
and to evaluate preliminary proposals to build new devices in 
that area of research. Live-rmore Laboratory's proposal for 
the levitron---a low-beta toroidal device--was submitted to 
AEC on April 1, 1967. Livermore Laboratory estimated that 
the cost to fabricate the device would be $1,184,000. At 
about the same time, Princeton Laboratory submitted a pro- 
posal for the f.1~.-arication of another low-beta toroidal 
device--the F&l. 

The ad hoc panel, which issued its report in September 
1967, unanimously supported Princeton Laboratory's proposal 
to fabricate the M-l. -Although the panel made critical com- 
ments 0X-l several technical features of the levitron design, 
it did not make a direct recommendation as to whether it 
should be fabricated. 

In September 1967 the CTR Stending Committee considered 
the two propo sals and unanimously recommended the fabrication 
of the FM-1 device proposed by the Princeton Laboratory. 
With respect to Live-more Laboratoryss proposed device, the 
Committee stated that: 

"The Standing Committee does not aqxove fabri- --me- - 
cation of :':lr 
&esent tine 9 

sxsrcondu-<-tin.cr -.--....---I, levitron at the _ ----I__ 
but the Committee feels free to 

considi?.r the qucst;ion again at a later date." 
(Underscoring supplied.) 
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r  In the foreword to the published ad hoc panel report, 
the Director of C'IR stated that, on the basis of the ad hoc 

I pa.ne'L's report and the CTR Standing Committee's recommenda- 
tion; Prjnceton LFkboratory was IU+_hOTLZPd to proceed with 
the fabrication G E  the F&i but that it had been decided not 
to initiate fabrication of the Ievitron. d 

Livermore Laboratory, however, still maintained its in- 
terest in the levitron, and by June 1968 the Laboratory had 
nearly completed redesigning the levitron. Laboratory offi- 
cials told us that the purposes of the redesign effort were 
to remove the major technical feature on which the ad hoc 
panel had expresscd criticism and to lo\:er the est3zated 
cost to under $X0,000 so that the decision to fabricate the 
device would fall within the Laboratory's authority. AC- 
cording to an internal Laboratory study, the redesign re- 
sulted, among other thi_ngs, in lczer cost and in simplicity. 

On September 30, 1968, the Livermore Laboratory informed 
AEC that the Laboratory was proceeding with an inexpensive 
version of the levitron and that its construction would be 

,fu.nded from the Lzboratory"s nor~:al operating budget. Liver- 
more did not, he-zver, provide AZC 55th a cost estlhate or a 
proposal for the redesigned version of the levitron. An in- 
ternal Laboratory cost cstLmate dated Zovemter 8, 1968, showed 
that the redesigned levitron was estimated to cost about 
$477,000. 

E3y letter dated December 5, 1968, the Director of CTR 
transmitted to the CTR Standing Committee members the agenda 
for the next scheduled meetin, 0 of the Committee and advised 
the members that a major topic of discussion would be the re- 
cent decision by Livermore Laboratory to fabricate the 
levitron. In his letter the Director stated that: 

"At the same tine that the ** [FM-l] was recom- 
mended by the Ad-Hoc Panel and the Standing Com- 
mittee for construction *-k-k a competing proposal 
from *-A-k [Livermore Laboratory] (for the fabrica- 
tion of a $1.2 m superconducting levitrcn, filled 
by neutral beam injection) was considered and 
turned down. Since that time *-k-k [Livermore Lab- 
oratory] has continued its studies of a supercon- 
ducting levitron with the stated -intention of 



peThaps proceeding with a less expensive experi- 
ment (i.e., **Jc [less than $5OO,OGOj) which would 
be built out of Normal Gperating Funds, 

"Recently, **-3; [Livermore Laboratory] has taken a 
definitive decision to proceed with the construc- 
tion of a superconducting levitron. The size of 
this experiment is very comparable to that origi-i 
nally proposed; its cost, however9 is estimated 
by *Jc* [Livermore Laboratory] to be less than 
$500K [$500,000]." 

* ik * * -k 

'I*** more by happenstance than by coordinated 
planning, we now find ourselves engaged in a ma- 
jor way in the construction of *** [similar-type 
devices] *** In view of our limited resources 
and the wide variety of experiments which we wish 
to pursue, it is not clear to me that we are 
making optimum use of the funds and manpower 
available to us. ** it seems to me, however, 
that this should be a definitive decision 
reached within the framework of the Standing Com- 
mittee, rather than by independent laboratory ac- 
tions. 

"I would like to stress that, if our effort is to 
be effective, we must retain--and indeed enhance-- 
the overall program coordination which we have 
developed together over the past two years, Each. 
CTR laboratory must continue to feel that the 
work underway at the other laboratories (and in 
<he off-site program) makes the best possible 
sense from the point of view of the program as a 
whole. In the light of recent developments, I 
think it both desirable and essential to have an 
open and free discussion of these matters, and I 
will seek the advice of the Committee on how best 
to proceed in this area of low-beta toroidal re- 
search." i 

Minutes of the CTR Standing Ccmmittee meeting of December 12 
and 13, 1968, showed that the 'levitron was extensively dis- 
cussed. 
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In a December 1968 letter to the CTR Standing Committee, 
the Director of CIE summarized his corlcern with the levitron 
situation as discussed during the retcent Committee meeting. 
He stated that: excqt for the one men&r from Livermore Lah- 
oratory md the cnc ~-.zmber r'r~r, Princztcn Laboratory, each 
Committee member had expressed co,rlcern as to whether it was 
desirable, from the point of X-id:; of the overall program, to 
fabricate both the FM-1 and the levicron, The Director stated 
in his letter that, despite the apprehensions and extensive 
discussion, there appeared to bz no clear solution but to re- 
quest Princeton and Livermore L,aboratories to jointly consider 
the concerns of the CTR Standin g Committee and to place pri- 
mary emphasis not on the Laboratories' individual desires but 
on the needs of the overall effort in the area of low-beta to- 
roidal research. The Director further stated that: 

I'*** if Princeton and Livermore--after joint re- 
flection on the issues *;k conclude that the plans 
already -underway constitute, in their minds, the 
most appropriate course of action, I will accept 
their judgment in this matter." 

By letter dated F&bruary 17, 19E19~ Livermore Laboratory 
advised AEC that it xas proceeding with ths levitron. The 
Laboratory ste~ec! that.: 

"As indicated to you by telephone recently, we 
have in the end decided to procsed with construc- 
tion of the superconducting levitron essentially 
as planned. Me have discussed this decision with 
the * [Princeton Laboratory] staff, and they 
have had the opportunity to comment on the con- 
tent of this letter. Of Course, ~v'e take full re- 
sponsibility for the decision. Cost figures now 
& do coni-'i.& our estimate that the project lies 
within the jurisdiction of thz Laboratory." (Un- 
derscorzg supplied.) 

-- 

At the Karch 1969 meeting of the C'I'R Standing Committe, 
background documents smarizing the outcome of the levitron 
decision were provided to the mem't,ers of the Cm Standing 
Committee, The minutes of that meeting contained the fol- 
Iofaing statenrcnt. 



It*** [the Director of CT??] expressed his contin- 
ued misgivings but stated, as promised, that he 
would let the matter drop. A few remarks, both 
pro ald coii, oii the issue of dupiication were 
made by various members of the committee but the 
issue was not re-opened for formal consideration." 
(Underscoring supplied.) 

According to Livermore Laboratory's accounting records, the 
levitron, which was completed in fiscal year 1971, cost about 
$850,000. 
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Url&r LYit.xz 1 s $530,000 rule, CTR laboratories are re- 
quired to subpit proposals to AEC for those devices esti- 
mated to cost $500,000 or more, ADS's rule, however, does 
not cover those devices which initially are estimated to 
cost less than $500,000 but which, because of cost growth 
restiting from price escalation, design changes, and other 
factors, eventually cost more than $500,000. During our 
review we noted that substantial cost growth had occurred 
during the fabrication of several. major devices approved 
by AEC. 

Princeton Laboratory tiitiated fabrication of one 
major device--the spherator-- without submitting a formal 
proposal to AEC for review and approval. Princeton 
Laboratory officials told us that fabrication of this device 
began in the Ea'Pf of 1966 and that at that time the Labosa- 
tory had estixated its fabrication costs to be $278,000. 
The final cost of the spherator amvtnted to $525,030, 

The Director of CTR, in commenting on such situations, 
told us that he 'b,zs considering SstaSlishjng a procedure 
requiring the CT'2 laboratories to give AEC notification, 
along with a cost eszimte, prior to fabrication of any 
device planned and estimated by the CTR laboratories to 
cost less than S503,0@0. In our opinion, such a procedure 
could be useful to AEC in controlling and coordinating the 
fabrication of a device in that it would give AEC an oppor- 
tunity to deterni.ne wY>ether , because of the nature of the 
device or the wxzertainty of the cost estimate, such a 
device should receive AEC review and sp;xoval before 
fabrication. 

FABRXCATION COSTS INCUXRIZD ON TWC? DEVICES --m-m.-- 
PRIOR TO AEC APP.~O~AL 

We found i:zdlcations that some costs ha-d been incurred 
on the fabrication of two major devices--one at Princeton 
Laboratory and cr,e at Oak Ridge Laboratory--before AEC 
approval had been g%ven, 
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It appeared that the fabrication costs incurred before 
approval on the Princeton Laboratory's device--the ATC-- 
were the result of a lack of communication of the intent 
of the $500,000 rule from ARC Headquarters to the cognizant 
AEC field office, It appeared Lhat an administrative over- 
sight had led to incurring fabrication costs on the Oak 
Ridge Laboratory's device-- IMP--before ARC approval had 
been given. I 

ATC -I_ 

Princeton Laboratory incurred costs amounting to about 
$86,000 on the fabrication of the Ai'C prior to its approval 
by ARC on February 8, 1971. These costs included $38,000 
for constructing a control room and $48,000 for procuring 
special copper bars. 

The construction of the control room was approved by 
the New York Operations Office1 on ?4ay 21, 1970, pursuant 
to ARC's construction directive system which provided for 
the review and approval by AEC's operations office of 
certain types of construction activities. 

The copper-bar purchase was approved by the AEC.Prince- 
ton branch office of the New York Operations Office in 
accordance with ARC's procurement regulations which, in the 
case of Princeton Laboratory, required prior AEC approval 
for any purchase order exceeding $10,000. 

The Director of CTR told us that ARC's field offices 
had not been advised of the intent of the $500,000 rule. 
Therefore, in the case of Princeton Laboratory, neither 
the Princeton branch office nor the New York Operations 
Office was required to ascertain from the Divisi,>n of CTR 
whether fabrication of the ATC had been approved prior to 
approving the Laboratory's request to spend funds for con- 
structing the control room and purchasing the copper bars. 

1 Effective January 1, 1972, the functions and operations of 
ARC's New York Operations Office and its Chicago Operations 
Office were consolidated at Chicago. 

PJ 
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On June 15, 1966, the Oak Ridge Labcratory, in accord- 
ance with established OR00 procedures, submitted a proposal 
to OR00 to build a magnetic-ztrror-tape dcvi.c+-the WY-?-- 

a at an estimated cost of $254,000. According to an internal. 
OR00 memorandum, the proposal had been discussed with the 
AEC Division of Research which determined that no objections 
existed from a program standpoint. On June 27, 1966, OR00 
issued a directive authorizing DCX-3. 

At its meeting in September 1966, the_ CTR Sta_n_dlnq 
Committee expressed concern that Oak Ridge Laboratory's 
efforts on Da-3 paralleled the efforts of anotk~r la'czj:a- 
tory, and at a meeting in February 1.967 the Committee 
recaronended that the Oak Xdge Laboratory disconEinuc its 
efforts un DCX-3. 

Subsequently the Oak Ridge Laboratory decided that 
DCX-3 would not be builrt: but would be reTlaced by; anothsr 
device--IPiP. Accordirlg to the Lakorator'zr, 1% also :\*z.s a 
magnetic-mirror-~,,1 +ne device but it jnvGlv.zd a shift in 
emphasis from the 3CI.L3 concept. In %)r 1968 tEi2 !,a~:~rr~tory 
submitted a proposal to URCO to fabricate IN?, ELCU ~1-1 
July 28, 1968, Q'?or3 issued a directive author!.;:irlz +-::.i 
Laboratory to begin fabrication. 

OR00 records indicated, however, that the Osk Ridge 
Laboratory had started fabricating ILFIP prior to its Iz~pr-~~&. 
in July 1968., The AEC &z.dquarters and OR00 records did 
not show when the Laboratory decided to discontinue its 
efforts on DCX-3 and to begin fabricaticn of IEP; key 
persoru~el at thase locati.ons were no longer ava.ilable for 
comment at the time of our review. In conn:enting C'LI this 
matter, the Oak Ridge Laboratory stated that: 

"In fact, the parts fabricated for DCX-3, involv- 
ing vacuum tanks, control room, as well as c~zlcu- 
lations relat?.ng to stress maiysis, were not 
discarded but were used in the IN? facility. 
Thus *J+ it was not possible to determine the' ----- 
exact date that the fabrication was disco.?t-+&ed ---- --.---.- -------_I_~-_ 
on DCX-3 amd begs urn the IMP facility. _L__- ---_ _.-- -- The 
%aboratory$s posirion is that falricatton on the 
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IMP facility began in June 1966 when IPIP evolved 
from the DCX-3." (Underscoring supplied.) 

Thus, because of the circuxstrznces surrounding the 
fabrication of IKE', which, in essence, evolved from DCX-3, 
we could not determine the costs incurred on IMP prior to 
its appro\;al by OROO. 

- 
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CONCLVSIC?JS - 

AEC has mechanisms for achieving control over and co- 
ordination among the CTR laboratories in- designing and fab- 
ricating r;lzjer CTR devices &nd for fuilj, c,k~lUL.LL:.r..O th..: 
scientific merit of such devices prior to starting fabrica- 
tion. We believe that the CFR Standing Com.itt~e has as- 
sisted KX in meeting these objectives. 

Our review, however, indicated a ne& for iqroved 
guidance to the CTR laboratories and field offi<:es on apply- 
ing the $500,000 rule, to provide greater a;s11r;j:;oe that CTR 
devices, which AEC intends to reviei? and appr(,\::>: are sub- 
jected to MC's review process and approved before fabrica- 
tion starts. 

We believe that PXC should formally dzfir:eg and comznu- 
nicate the requirements of) the 5500,OOG :~lc 7:~ ~.LS field 
offices and the CTR laboratories, Tarticul.,ar i-l: t2ntion 
should be given to clarifying ~al:ether dn-~iz~ i:j;ld!rd en- 
tirely from a laboratory's normal oper:Lc.lr:g q~:Ld,,,2t end pro- 
posed modifications to existing device:, -:'l~r,:tl t:,i;ts are es- 
timated to exceed the monetary limit ~~z.zr::-.i.t:-z 'L-; t::e rule 
are to be subjected to AX's review and a?prcs;*al. 

Also ADZ's rule should require that zL;' Tiro;:oC:ed device 
which is a revision or modification of a pr~::viounL:; disap- 
proved device, regardless of the estimated co:,st of the re- 
vised device, be subject to AK's revierz, and approval before 
fabrication. This requirement should provicie greater as- 
surance that such a device is in line wit& program objec- 
tives because, under the review and elq~o~~l pzocessli AEC 
and the CTR Standing Committee can determine whether the de- 
vice would cork-:ibute significantly to the needs of the 
overall prograJ1 and therefore should be fatricated. 

As prtiviously noted, AEC has been considering establish- 
ing a procedure requiring the CTR laboratories to give AEC 
notification, along with'a cost estimate, prior to fabrica- 
tion of any device estimated to cost less than $500,000, 
IJe believe that such a procedure, together \gith the imple- 
mentation of the following reconrmendstizn~, should provide 
AEX with improved control over the fabrication of CTR de- 
vices, 
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, We recommend that AEC: 

1. Formally define and communica-ce to CTR laboratories 
and AEC field offices AEC's rule pertaining to CTR 
devices which require AK's review and approval be- 

/ fore fabrication. 

2. Require, as part of this rule, that any proposed de- 
vice which is a revision or modification of a pre- 
viously disapproved device, regardless of the esti- 
mated cost of the revised device, be subject to 
AJX's review and approval before fabrication. 

G-n September 21, 1972, A&C informed us that it agreed 
with our recoc-zendations and thst it was taking the action 
necessary to insure their implementation. 

- 

I  
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CHAPTER 4 

SCOPE OF REVIEW -- 

We made our review at AEC Headquarters in Germantown, 
Maryland, and at three AEC-owned, contractor-operated 
laboratories at the following locations. c 

Lawrence Liver-more Laboratory, Livermore, California 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New 

Jersey 

Our review was made also at the following AEC opera- 
tions offices or branch offices having cognizance over the 
three laboratories. 

San Fraxisco Operations Office, Berkeley, California 
Oak Ridge Operations Office, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
Princeton branch office of the Chicago Operations Of- 

fice, Princeton, New Jersey 

We directed our review primarily toward obtaining in- 
fornation on the eff,Tzts of AEC and its CTR S?dIliling Comxr?.t- 
tee in controlling and coordinating the activities of the 
laboratories, universities, and other institutions involved 
in the CTR progrm. We did not evaluate the quality of the 
research carried on under the CTR program. 

During our review we examined pertinent docments and 
obtained the views of various AEC and laboratory personnel 
knowledgeable of, and responsible for, the administration 
and management of the CTR program. 
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APPENDIX I 

WASHIP~GTON,D.G. 235fO 

February 1, 1973 

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of the 

United States 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Staats: 

As you know, the development of polver from controller thermo- 
nuclear sources would be a great aid to this country in solving its 
energy problems, particularly for the next century. In this regard, 
the AEC has been conducting a sizable research program directed 
t0iva.rd achieving a controll. PC! t!--crmonuclear reactiozi. The Joizt 
Committee’s Subcommittee on Research, Development, and 
Radiation of which I am chairman, conducted ‘two days of hearings 
on the AEC’s fusion program on November 10 and 11, 1971, to 
examine the past efforts in the program and its future direction. 

Because of the large amount already expended on the program--about 
$4 50 million --and because of the potential for future funding com- 
mitments at signi.ficantly higher levels than the present funding level, 
the Joint Committee will continue to have increased interest in the 
improvement of the AEC’s controlled thermonuclear research 

t program. 

The Joint Committee staff recently met with members of your staff 
L at which time the Committee staff was apprised of a review of the 

controlled thermonuclear research program \<,hich your office has 
been conducting over the past several months. Preparation w - . 
submission to the Committee of a report on’that review woul 1 be of’ 
great assistance in the Committee’s future consideration of t,uq, 8, I 
important program. 
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The Committee desires that the General Accounting Office report 
include information on -UZC’s efforts, including the role of the 
controlled thermonuclear research standing committee, in con- 
trolling and coordinating the efforts of the laboratories, universities, 
and other oreanlzations involxycd in such research, along with any 
su~gt~stio:ls for iimpr@*.r?:lg 

Melvin Price 
Vice Chairman 
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APPENDIX II 
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF 

THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
0 

ADMINISTRATION OF ACTIVITIES 

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT 

CHAIRMAN: 
Dr. James R. Schlesinger 
Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg 

GENERAL MANAGER: 
R. E. Hollingsworth 

ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER FOR 
R.&SEARCH (note a): 

Dr. Spoffxxi G. English 

Tenure of office 
From To 

Aug. 1971 
fir. 1961 

Aug. 1964 

Aug. 196: 

Present 
Aug. 1971 

Present 

Present 

DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF 
CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR 
RESEARCH (note b): 

Dr. Robert L. Hirsch (acting) Aug. 1972 Present 
Dr. Roy W. Gould Feb. 1970 Aug. 1.972 
Dr. Amass S. Bishop Feb. 1966 Mar. 1970 

aPrior to Deemhex 7: 1971, this position was entitled 
"Assistant Gznezal Xanager for Research and Development." 

L 

b Prior to December 7, 1971, this position was entitled 
L' "Office of Assistant Director for Controlled Thermonuclear 

Research, Division of Research." 
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